Abstract. Some common faults and processing methods about ZXA10' optical fiber access network equipment are described in this paper.
Introduction
Most of the railway communication unit uses ZXA10 series optical fiber access network equipment. A management unit of Shenyang Railway Bureau communications system administrate 123 stations, of which 88 stations using ZTE ZXA10 series optical access network equipment. Some common faults and processing methods which encountered in the daily maintenance are as follows.
Users dial difficultly
Fault phenomenon: It is difficult to go on-line (connectivity) and the line is slow and it's easy to drop for users dial-up through the access network's telephone lines. Related components: ODT board, transmission system, TPU board, SSU board.
Fault analysis: System clock. Clock synchronization in the switch. In OLTB(optical fiber line terminal), the clock reference of the SSU (signaling and switching unit plate) work is extracted from the first time slots of the ODT (eight digital relay board) data through the 2Mb/s. Clock source cannot be artificial. Because the device selects randomly from the 1~3 ODT 2Mb/s data, in order to ensure that the SSU clock synchronization in the switch clock, and first time slots of 2Mb/s of three ODT data are required to configure the V5 link.
Transmission system. Transmission error is also a major cause of user access to the Internet, and it causes a serious call noise. The end user can be used as optical fiber network unit (ONUB) connected directly with the OLTB. It can be dialed up directly without the transmission .If it is normal, the problem is transmission and we can also verify performance of the transmission.
Single board. The single board which influence user is connected with the road continues, namely TPU (the main processing board), ODT and SSU, etc. The single board failure of the ONUB only affects the users in this node, the ODT fault of the V5 link will cause all users to have regular faults, and the SSU fault is global, therefore, according to the scope of the fault and the law can find the corresponding single board.
Processing method: The V5 link is shown by the human machine command 4736, if the ODT is assigned a V5 link, or V5 link is re-established by 4747 and 4718. If the V5 link does not need to take up all the ODT, it can be used to pull out the excess ODT or move it.
There is a condition of the engine room; it can be accessed to the failure of the user and the OLTB connection through the 2Mb/s. If the failure is gone, it is the problem of transmission system. Because of the complexity of the transmission problem, the analysis of SDH (synchronous digital system) error analysis is provided.
If it is determined that a single board problem is to be replaced in a timely manner.
User-hook no sound
Symptom: user-hook cannot hear a dial tone. Related components: SSU board, ODT plate, TPU board, ALC board, transmission systems, switches, cables.
Failure Analysis: Connectivity V5 signaling. If there are problems on the V5 signaling connection channels, that is primary and secondary links are interrupted, V5 export business will completely interrupted, as SSU board it has been synthesized sound board, so users should be able to hear a busy signal, and operation and maintenance station V5 is apparent on the second layer protocol alarms by analyzing the reasons for V5 alarm troubleshooting.
The interactive aspect of V5 signaling. When a user goes off-hook, the access network does not send "Establish" message to the switch, the access network side of the issue, should check the internal signaling channel; and when the user goes off-hook, the switch returns the access network side "Disconnect (A ck)" news is a matter of the switch, the user should check the switch port status and user data, and because the inner SSU plates containing sound board function, so users should be able to hear a busy signal goes off-hook; again, when the user picks up the access network side switch side sending "Location Reject" information, you can check the relevant reasons for rejection type code table to determine the location of the fault.
Hardware connectivity successive sessions. After signaling the transfer is complete, off-hook without sound, you should check the switch to the access network, then follow the road, check the link provided V5 ODT board, SSU board, transmission system has its own loop back phenomenon, check TPU plate and user board whether there is a fault.
Solution: Check the maintenance station if there is alarm reporting, and fault location in accordance with the alarm content. Failure by tracking user call signaling, such as belonging to a switch problem should be solved in time. If the fault is located in the ON UB's ALC (analog subscriber board) panels, measuring station by 112 users with test failure, if the test results do not meet the standards, the proposed replacement of the user board.
If the above method does not locate the fault, can be replaced individually SSU board, ODT plate, TPU and test transmission system troubleshooting. [1] 3 User calls with noise Symptom: Users call in noise, affecting the normal call results. Related components: SSU board, TPU plate, ODT plate, transmission systems. Failure Analysis: This problem usually related to hardware, if the road connecting every aspect may introduce noise, which involves OLTB, ONUB, switches, and transmission systems.
When OLTB fails, the introduction of noise is usually global to the access network, such as the clock problem, that is the access network switch system clock cannot be synchronized to the clock, and then you can check whether OLTB the SSU from normal take the V5 link to the synchronous clock. The other is the noise caused by the board or cable, such as ODT fault, if fault occurs in the provision of V5 ODT, the murmur is global, and is random, generally tracking the problem can be judged V5 signaling ODT or PCM link; if a failure occurs in the ODT ONUB interface, the failure to users in the child node as a unit, better positioning. Cable fault also can be solved by replacing the look up.
The occurrence of noise on ONUB user TPU may also be related, by replacing the board to determine whether a failure.
Related V5 interfaces on the switch or 2Mb / s connection is bad, it is possible to introduce the user to the access network noise.
When there is a user node call noise, you can test a child node failure TPU and MP (module processor) communications link command by 1608, if confirmed the existence of the error, then you should check on the links and related links veneer, that SSU, ODT, transmission systems and TPU panels.
Approach: By replacing the SSU, ODT plate, TPU plate, or replaced to provide V5 link ODT board and its cable troubleshooting. BERT-testing using the transmission system.
Front background communication failures
Failure phenomenon: Maintenance of the PC machine and MP communication failure, the command will not go down, the alarm does not come. Related components: Maintenance platform (including data configuration, network cable, network card, etc.), MP. Fault analysis: This kind of fault generally involves connection, PC machine settings, MP network card and other issues.
Check the cable, T head, matching head (also called the plug, that is, 50) and its connection, T head and the connection between the coaxial cable is good (whether there is open circuit, short circuit, contact, etc.), 50 matching head impedance is correct, stable, using the meter test its impedance.
Check the data configuration of the PC, if it is connected to the 2 block of the alarm box, the card should be shielded from the MP connection. After the start of the "Ne2drv", the display of the "OK Link" indicates the network card and the cable are normal.
Processing method:
The replacement of the cable, T head and the matching head. Enter the maintenance table, under the "my computer" of the "control panel" interface, click on the "system" icon, screen related cards, or reset the network card input address and interrupt port. If the terminal number is repeated or node number set, you can re install the maintenance system. The MP card is finally determined by switching the MP to determine whether a fault exists.
Smoke alarm cannot be eliminated
Fault phenomenon: After the release of the smoke alarm, the sensor is still alert. Related components: Smoke sensor. Fault analysis: The smoke alarm belongs to the first level alarm; it is unable to automatically remove the alarm through the maintenance of the platform. Smoke sensors currently on the market are mostly designed to keep the alarm state, regardless of whether the smoke is dissipated. Processing method: After the smoke alarm, on-site personnel to remove the smoke and solve the problem, the smoke sensor is screwed down, and then screw up, you can remove the alarm. [2] 6 Single board replacement notes
In routine maintenance, the replacement of the failure of a single board is an important method of maintenance, and often use. In the replacement process, note the following.
Spare parts should be kept in anti-static packaging bag, and should be stored in the box, according to the classification properly stored in the carton. Anti -static bags or cartons should be labeled for identification. It should carefully check the spare parts of the damage or loss of the phenomenon, and to strictly check and maintain the spare parts list and to be replaced by the failure of a single board model, driver version is completely consistent before the replace of the former.
When pull out, insert a single board to wear anti-static bracelet; and hand to take a single board, we do not touch the single board circuit, components, wiring, etc. Do not plug when the force is too large, so as not to distort the veneer and the rear panel of the pin, slot.
The replacement of the failure of the single plate should be marked on the label, indicating that the phenomenon of failure, into the anti-static bag in the classification of storage, so as to avoid other failures.
If the faulty board disconnect and it is not should be installed temporarily on spare parts, the empty slot position should be standard for the installation of neutral plate, in order to play the role of dust prevention and decoration.
MP and POWER (power board) do not support hot swap, the replacement is prohibited with electric heating to close the switch on the single plate.
SSU, TPU, ODT, ALC, DLC (digital subscriber board), AUD (2/4 line audio board) and DIB (data interface board) and other single board support hot swap charged to replace do not close the board's sub box power supply. Among them, the SSU work in the hot backup state, and the box TPU also has a mutual aid function, so when a piece of SSU or TPU are fault, the unit's business is not affected and maintenance personnel can be replaced after the failure to determine the fault.
